[Variational structure and function of products from IGF-1 gene].
The IGF-1 gene, containing six exons, is characterized by the generation of multiple heterogeneous mRNA transcripts and translations. The IGF-1 isoforms being produced arise from the combination of multiple transcription initiation sites, alternate splicing, and different polyadenylation signals. These different mRNAs are translated to distinct circulating and local isoforms. The circulating mature IGF-1 is encoded by exons 3 and 4, and its biological function in growth and development has been intensively studied. The local isoforms of IGF-1 contains the part encoded by exons 3 and 4, and moreover the alternate extension peptide at carboxy-terminal, encoded by exons 5 and 6, is also included in the isoforms. And the functions of local IGF-1 isoforms and E-peptides have been overlooked until recently. Recently investigation shows that cell discrepant response to the overexpression of different IGF-1 isoforms and the E-peptides, and more interestingly, IGF-1Ea, IGF-1Eb (MGF) and MGF E-peptide have potential to promote skeletal muscle regeneration, to prevent cardiac muscle loss and neural damage. The acting mechanism of IGF-1 isoforms differ from the IGF-1, and the isoforms functioned probably by binding to specific E-peptide receptor, instead of binding to the IGF-1R.